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ABSTRACT

Ruby lasers formed by butting together two laser rod#; with
plane parallel ends have been shown to possess mode selec-

tion properties. The interface between the rubies acts as

a partially-transparent "2fle cor. Calculations show that

the favored axial modes of this structure correspond to the

frequencies for which both rods possess a Fabry-Perot type
of resonance., The experimental results are in good agree-

ment with these predictions.

At high inout energy (about Z-1 / 2 times threshold) a structure,

consisting of a 3 inch and a 1-1/4 inch rod, was observed to
oscillate in only three axial modes at room temp'rature.

The reflectivity of the internal reflector and one ru~by end

face is obtained by virtue of the ruby/air dielectric discon-

tinuity.. The other end, which is totally reflecting, i.iay be

either a chisel or a prism. Thus, the type of mode s lec-

tivity afforded by the segrnt nte-i rod structure it well

adapted for very high power applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The light output of optical man rs usually consists of a number of iifferent

characteristic frequencies. This occurs,, in general, whenever m, ay of the

closely-spaced resonances of tie optical resonator fall within the linewidth

of the emitting ion or atom. A typical case is that of the Ne line u,.ed in the

He-Ne laser, shown in Fig.. I (Ref. 1). Only the axial modes of V,'.' plane

parallel mirror configuration (Fabry-Perot resonator) art, indicated., The

complete mode pattern is niuh more complex (Ref. Z). The relevant line-

width parameters are aiso indicated in Fig. 1. In the solid-state lasers,;

several hundred axial modes frequeotly fall within the lin,width of the

spontaneous emission of the atom.

- OPPLE'i W12TH

WID'li OF
FAIWY- P" ROT

RESONANCE

LASER OUUT

NATURAL
LINE MOTH

Fig. . Spectral Linewidth Factors in Laser
(from Donald R, Herriott)



J most applications,, laser nutput in a single resonator mode is the pretcrred

type of operation. The more monochromatic the output spectium, the greater

the effective source brightness. As a consequence, the laser is particularly

cffective in communications and in experiments involving harmonic generation

Frnd other rion-linear effects. The desirability of obtaining a laser which

jEcillates in either one or a few axial modes at high power levels has stirriu-

lated rebearch in this direction. The methods employed in previous work

t-j achieve mode selection have been of two types-,

1) Use of external mirrors in addition to the end reflectors
(Ref. 3), and,

2) Use of lenses and apertures between the mirrors (Ref. 4).,

The first method (1) is effective in reducing the number of axial and off-axis,

or non-axial, modes while the latter method (2) is effective only in the

selection of xon-axial modes. Method (1) has the disadvantage of lengthening

the resonant structure,: which increabes the number of modes within the

linewidth and thus aggravates the mode selection problem.

In this report, a new method of achieving mode selection in solid-state lasers

is ,escribed. This new method is inherently more effective than previous

methods. Th- new system premits operation at very high power levels

because of the use of reflecting surfaces which cannot be damaged by the very

intense light beams. In this system, the laser structure consists of two

(or more) laser rods butted together. The interface bcween the two rods

provides an internal reflector which produces the mode selection properties

of tne segmented rod. A photograph of a segmented rod laser is shown in Fig. 2,

Fig. 2. Segmented Rod Laser Showing the Method
Employed to Butt together the Two Rubies

-2-



I1. DISCUSSION

The resonant wavelengths of the axial modes in the Fabry-Perot resonator

,-t given by the condition:

qX/2 = nrL (1)

where q integer, X is the wavelength of light in the medium, nr is the

index of refraction,: and L is the distance between the end reflectors. The

spacing betw.en the axial modes is

l/= I/q =/ZnrL .( (2)

Because q is a large number (L is much larger than X), the Fabry-Perot

resonator supports many axial modes., The axial modes do not have field

variations in the transverse plane and,, therefore, are sometimes referred

to as plane wave modes. The non-axial modes are far more numerous than

the axial modes and have characteristic field variations in the transverse

plane., In solid-state laseit,, identification of the off-axis modes is still in

a preliminary state (Ref. 5). In this report, the major experimental efforts

have been concerned with the axial modes. For this reason, and for brevity,,

the discussion will be limited to the axial modes, even though many of the

techniques to be described would also be applicable in a discussion of the

non-axial modes.

The observation of beats between the axial modes is the most accurate means

of studying tie spectral purity of the output of the optical mascr. The first

observation of axial-mo-le beats was made during experimento, w -h the 0'rat

He-Ne gas laser (Ref. 6). For a l-mcter structure, the beat frequency

between adjacent axial modes is approximately 150 mc/:ec. The beats can

-3-



oe observeO oy allowing the light beam to impinge on the photoemissive

surface of a phototube or a photomultiplier tube, The main requirements

for obtaining the beat signal in a phototube output are (1) that both of the

light beams strike the same surface region of the phototube, and, (2) that

the electric field vectors of the two or more beams have components along

a common direction. For a 3-inch ruby, the spacing between adjacent axial

modes is approximately 1100 rnc/sec. Beats have been observed by mcans

of a travelling-wave microwave ph'totuhe (Ref. 8). However, it is more

effective to employ a photodetector with a high-frequency response, such as

the Philco photodiode type L4501, Fig. 3, (Ref. 7). When the beat frequencies

of the axial modes exceed 7000 mc/sec (approximately the upper limit of the

L4501), a Fabry-Perot etalon is used for the observations.

-4-
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III, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A photograph of tbe supporting structure employed in butting two rubies

together is shown on Fig 2. The types of structures that can be used are

severely limied by the requirements that the outer surface of the ruby rod

not be obstricted from the pump light and that gas cooling for the ruby be

available. The ends of the rubies are flat to approximately 1/4 to 1/20 of a

wavelength of green light, and the faces are parallel to about 2 to 6 seconds

of arc. The reflectivity of the interface can vary over wide limits as a

function of the closeness of contdct between the two surfaces. Despite this,

operation of the butted rods has been found to be quite reproducible upon

disassembly and reassembly with respect to total power output, peak power

output, and mode selection properties.

it is usual to operate lasers with end mirrors of high reflectivity. However,

this has the disadvantage of low power output. In addit,on, the coatings are

very susceptible to damage, particularly at high power levels. A type of

laser which appears to be virtually free from this limitation is one which

employs a totally-reflecting sil ier reflector at one end (which could be

replaced by a roof top or prismi and uses the reflectivity of the dielectric/

air interface (about 7%) for the -nirror at the other end. It was found that,

with 3-inch long rubies of usual Cr 3 + ion concentration (0. 05%) at 300 0 K,

it is usually not possible to reach threshold with an input lower than 800

joules in the elliptical cylinder configuration. However, for rubies exceeding

three inches in length, threshold is readily attained. The following experi-

mental conditions are representative of those used in the investigations:

6 X 3/8 inch, 90-degree orientation, 0 04% concentration of Cr 3 + ion, 425

joules:, 6 X 1/4 in .h (two 3-inch rods butted together) 0-degree orient.ation,

0. 05% concentration of Cr 3 + ions,, 400 joules

Unless otherwise stated, all the ruby configarations studied had one
silvered surface for zero percent transmission; the other end was uncoated.
No tests were made with coatings on the interface.



Observations of the beats between the axial modes in ruby were performed

using two different techniques. The most precise observations were obtained

by use of the fast photodiode (Tig. 3). A block diagram of the apparatus is

shown on Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows a representative example of the appear-

ance of the beat signals and the total laser light output. To observe beats with

S&eep speed for both traces: 50 4sec/cm

Fig. 4. Intensity of Laser light (Upper Trace)
and 1100 mc /sec Output of the Photodiode
Sho,%ing the Optical Beats (Lower Trace)

separation greater than about 7 gc/sec,, it was necessary to use a Fabry-

Perot etalon. In most cases,; even for operation considerably above

thresholc', only a small number of lines appeared. This permitted

analysis .f the frequencies in the laser output and, also, provided strong

evidence f the mode-seiection properties of the segmented rod laser. In

Fig. 5, a photograph is shown of the ring system observed in operating a

laser that cons'sted of 3 X 1/4 inch and 1-1/4×X 1/4 inch rods with

0-degree orientation, butted together (as shown in Fig. 2).
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Ihe exposure corresponded to one flasn of the ruby
la ei. T~o No. 70 wratten-gelatin filters were in
iront ot the lens. Kodak Tri-X 35 mm lIlr wab used
in this enlargement, the white rings ccrrespond to
the position of maximum light intensity. The three
rings. ea, h ut different intensity, are learly visible,
the rings correspond to thrc, axial nodes of the laser.

Fig. 5. Fabry-Perot Rings of the Light Output
ol the 3 T 1 1/4 :nch Laser (RoA 3,: Table 1)

, ith an Etalon of 7. 08 rm; Photographed
% ith a Lens of 650 mm Focal Length

Analysis of the two-piece structure (Fig. 2) shows that the modes for which

oscillation threshold was lowest are those that correspond to a simultaneous

resonance in both pieces. A mathematical statement of this condition is

Aq = (LI/L 2 + l)h (3)

where aq is an integer and is equal to the axial mode separation of the seg-

mented structure in terms of the unit structure of identical length; L1 and

-8-



L2 are the lengths of the individual ruby rods; and h is the smallemt integer

which results in an integral value for Aq. The mathematical justification of

Eq. (3) is given in Section IV..

The content of Eq. (3) is best shown by some simple illustrations. Consider

the case of two rubies, each 3 inches in length, If this structure behaved

in the same manner as a single 6-inch piece of ruby, the frequency separa-

tio'i between adjacent axial modes would be approximately 550 mc/sec.

Hcwever, beats are found at 1100 mc/sec. Thus, the number of modes
waich go into oscillation has been reduced by a factor of two. It may be

argued that, because the resultant mode pattern corresponds to that of a

3-inch rod, there is a possibility that the combination functions as an

oscillator/amplifier pair. The following experiments were performed to

obtain more information. First, the threshold for operation of the 6-inch

segmented rod was measured and found to be 496 joules. When the 3-inch

ruby with the uncoated end was completely masked from the pump light by

aluminum foil, the threshold rose to 619 joules. When the 3-inch ruby with

the silvered end was operated by itself, a threshold value of 800 joules was

obtained. The large increase in threshold for operation without the second

ruby rod indicates that operation as an oscillator/amplifier unit, without

requiring positive feedback from the amplifier section, canslot explain the

observed thresholds. In addition, the larger threshold obtained with only

the 3-inch silvered rod, indicates that the reflectivity of the interface

between the two rubies is slightly greater than that of the ruby/air interface

(7. 5%) In another experiment, two rods of 3-inch length and 90-degree

orientation were operated with parallel C-axes and with C-axes at right

angles. In the parallel case, the threshold was 500 joules; and, in the

perpendicular case,, it was 830 joules. If the silvered rod functioned in

each case as an oscillator,, then approximately the Eame tht eshold for onset

of oscillation would be expected.

-o



Other experiments were performed using two rubies, one 3 inches and the

other 1.. /4 inches in length. The predicted spacing between the favored

modes, according to Eq.. (3), is 13. 2 gc/sec. A number of observations

with Fabry-Perot etalons, in whi:h two or three modes were observes,

showed a frequency difference of 13. 5 * 0.. 5 gc/sec., This result is in

satisfactory agreement with the predictions of Eq. (3).

The experimental observations are summarized in Table 1. All the measure-

ments indicated in the table were obtained on 1/4-inch diameter rods at

300 0 K. The number in parentheses indicates the orientation of the C-axis

relative to the rod axis. The ruby rods were excited in the elliptical

Table 1. Mode Selection Properties of the Segmented Rod Laser

Predicted
Segmented Orientation Beat Beat Beat

Rod Ofientt Frequencies Frquencies
Structure, o Observed, Not Observed, Frequencies,
inches degrees gc/sec gc/sec Eq. (3),

inchesgc/sec

1.1 0 550 1.1
3 + 3 (0) 2.2 1.65 2. 2

3.3 2.75 3.3
2.,2

3+1-1/2 (90) 4.4 1. 1 2.2

3 modes observed 0.725-0.830
3 + 1-1/4 with frequency 1070-. 40 1
roughened (0) separation of 1.070-1.140 13 2

13 5 :k 0. 5 gc/hec 2.560-2.720

3 + 2-1/16 (0) about 6 modes
I I observed (b) (b)

aThese observations were obtained using a Fabry-Perot etalon.
bThe complication resulting from the presence of so many modes has nade
the analysis in this case moic difficult. ",lrther experiments will be re-
quired to resolve this spectrum.



cylinder configuration (length: 6-1/4 inches, distance between foci:, 1-1/2 inches,

b/a of ellipse: 0. 6)., Linear Kemlite Xenon flashtubes (VHL6-3) were u'ed

throughout the observations., In each case, the observations were obtained

for a series of exposures ranging from threshold to about 2-/Z times

threshold.

The data presented in Table 1 clearly demonstrate the mode selection effect

of the reflectance provided by the interface between the two rubies. The

data obtained also preclude the oscillator/amplifier type of operation as an

alternate explanation of the effects., For example, in the case of the

3 + 1-1/4 inch segmented rod (row 3, Table l),there is no fundamental beat

frequency corresponding to either rod by itself. In the ot1her cases, the

threshold for oscillation of the segmented rod is so low that it is impossible

for part of the segmented rod to oscillate independent of the other part. An

additional test of this point was obtained by reversing the order of the
rubies (row 2, Table 1). No difference in operation was observed. The

decisive observation in this case was that it is most unlikely that the

1-1/2 inch rod should be the control oscillator when neitb'r of its surfaces

are silvered.

One surprising result was that the number of axial modes in the output of

the laser was insensitive to the excitation energy. The best illustration was
provided by observations on the 3 + 1-1/4 inch segmented rod., Near thresh-

old, only two modes were strongly excited. A very weak line corresponding

to a third mode was observed. At higher levels, the intensity of this third

mode became almost comparable to that of the other two. The intensity of
light in the modes was never exactly the same; one mode was always more

strongly excited than the others. The difference in intensity greatly facili-

tated interpretation of the mode spectrum.

The output of the 3 + 3 inch segmented rod structure exhibited an unusually

large amplitude compared to that observed in the operation of the 6 X 3/8 inch

rod. The amplitude ratio was found to be between 1. 5:1 and 2:1, with peak

-ll-



amplitude of the segmented structure being approximately 100 kw for a

1000-joule input to the flashtube. The higher peak intensity of the spikes

for 'he segmented rod can be understood in terms of its mode selection

properties. Representative uscilloscope traces of the laser light signals

from the )-inch segment-d rod at 5 4sec and at Z 4sec/cm writing speeds

are shown in Fig. 6. Similar data for a unit rod of 6 X 3/8 inches are

shown in Fig. 7. 'iote that, in the segmented rod, tl.e spikes appeared less

frequently and -,ith a shorter pulse width than those observed for the unit

rod. The conditions of excitation were as alike as pos.ible. It was foind

that th total power emitted by the two lasers was approximately the same.

It follows, therefore,, that the peak intensity of the spikes for the segmerted

rod must bc larger., The data in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 confirm this conclusion.

Observations obtained on gas lasers which employed external mirrors for

mode selection also showed this type of behavior (Ref. 9)., When the other

axial modes were selected, the total laser output appeared in the single

remaining oscillating mode.

-12-
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IV. THEORY OF MODE SELECTION IN SEGMENTED ROD LASERS

The theory of mode selection presented in this report is intended for use in

interpreting experimental observations on the segmented rod lasers and to

indicate new experiments which could be performed to further illustrate the

operating characteristics of these lasers., The theoretical approach used in

the following discussion can be used to treat analogous cases of confocal

systems and other geometries;, however, these extensions will not be treated

here. Similarly, no attempt is made to shov, the appl.ability of this system

to the non-axial modes.

A segmented ruby rod laser will be used in the following presentation of the

theory, A cross-sectional view of the lser is shown in Fig., 8. At z = 0,

there is positioned a perfectly reflecting mirror; at z = a, the interface

between the two rubies is assumed to have a reflectivity of r and a trans-

missivity of t;; at z z a + b, the ruby/air boundary is assumed to have a

reflectivity of r., It should be noted that the coefficient "r" describes the

change in the wave amplitude and is related to the experimentally-determined

reflectivit , R, by the equation: r = R in addition, r + t= .

The waves in regions I and II of Fig. 8 are denoted respectively by:

exp (,kz) - exp -(ikz), and, B exp (ikz) + C exp -(ikz)., A steady-state solution

is sought which characte-i:'es the iight-wave amplitudes in the rods. The

'.ommon time factor, exp -(iwt) in the expressions for the wave amplitudes

has been suppressed, since it is cancelled out in the following calculations.

The complex wave %ector,; k, accounts for the amplifying properties of the

medium, which are assumed to be independent of z and, of course, t., Thus,

k = 2n/X - ip or a - i3. Unless otherwise stated, i= (-I)/

-15-
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rig. 8., Reflecting Planes in the Segnmented
Rod Laser

In region the boundary conditions required by a perfect metallic reflector

at z = 0 have been invoked in obtaining the phase change of Tr and the equality

of wave amplitudes. At z = a + b,: the reflection occurs at normal incidence,

and the amplitude of the reflected wave is given by (Ref. 10)

A(n I - n(
A i-- (4)

r nI + nl

where A and A are the amplitudes of the reflected wave and the incidentr

wave, and, nI and n 2 are the dielectric constants of the r by and aLr,

respectively. From Eq. (4), it is clear the reflected wave loes not have a

phase change upon reflection, as nI is greater than n2 ., Since it is assumed

that no wave impinges upon the interface at z = a + b from the right,

rz13 exp ik(a + b) = C exp -ik(a t b) , (3)

-16-



o r,

CG=r 2 B exp i2k(a +b) .(6)

For normal incidence, the maximum reflection at the interface is given

h)y (Ref. 11)

A.2(n 1  n 2 ) 
2/ (n I + n 2 ) 

2  2(n 1 I n2 )/ (n I + n 2)
r=1+7(n, - a,)(n 2 - n )(n 1 + n 2 )"J - I I + (ni1 -,/( 2 1

Thus, reflection at z = a occurs without a phase change. For this reason,

the wave amplitudes in region II are both positive.

Thus, at the plane z =a,,

B exp (ika) =t exp (ika) r 2 rB exp ik(a + 2b) *(8)

or,

m1 ex*pi (ik2b)

In obtaining Eq. (8), the principle of conservation of energy has been employed

by stating that the wave moving to the right in region II consi.sts of (1) wave

transmission from region 1, and,,, (2) wa,,e reflection from the boundary at

z = a from region II.

-17-



The same procedure, applied to region I, leads to the equation

(1 - r 2 )r 2 exp ik(a + Zb)
-exp -(ika) - r exp (ika) + 1- rr 2 exp (iZkb) (10)

The solutions to Eq., (10) are the steady-ctate solutions which correspond to

standing waves in the segmented rod.

In the particular case considered, r and r 2 are small compared to 1;
2 2

therefore,; terms in r 2 , r 2 , r 2 r and higher powers can be discarded.

All terms of r to the first pow,.r are retained. With this simplification,

Eq. (10) becomes

r 2 exp i2k(a + b) + r exp (ik2a) = - .1 (1I)

The vw;idity of Eq., (11) is shown by considering the familiar single rod case,

where r = 0. Equation (ll)becomes

r 2 e'p i2k(a + b) = -1 (12)

The so]utions to this equation are the familiar Fabry-Perot conditions,

namely,,

exp (4aa) - -I

hence (13)

r 2 exp (4Pa) = 1 ,

-18-



assuming that a = b. The first condition of Eq. (13) states that

47- = (Zn + I)r

or (14)

where n is an integer,:

The laser will oscillate first in the mode that requires the smallest

regeneration to overcome the losses. It is Lherefu, v titessary to dctcrminc

the minimum value of 3. From Eq. (13),: it is easy to see that the lowest

value for P occurs when the phase factors on the left side of the equation

yield the value -1. This then implies that

47r(a + b) (Zn + 1)iT

and (15)

41Ta
x (2m + 1)r

where n and m are integers. Equation (15) leads directly to Eq. (3), which

was used to predict the behavior of Lh segmented rod laser. Thus, the

modes characterized by Eq. (3) are the most favored modes.

Equation (11) also predicts an interestiag proloerty of the segmented rod laser.,

The tavored modes given by Eq, (3) have a lower threshold than those of a

-19-



unit -od of equivalent length. Calculation shows that

Pc In 1-1/2 + 1/(rZ)l/21 0(

In Il/(r 2)l/2 I

where P c refers to the segmented rod (formed of two parts of nearly equal

length) and P refers to the unit rod. The numerical value is obtained by using

the value of 1. 76 for n,, the index of refra-tion fo," sapphire. Equation (16)

also indicates that an increase in r and r 2 would also improve threshold

characteristics of the segmented rod laser. Mode selectivity can also be

improved by adjusting r and r2v However, it should be emphasized that

perhaps the most useful aspect of the segmented rod lasers is the high degree

of mode selectivity that can be obtained without employing specialized coatings.

This permits operation at very high power levels, including 0-switching oper-

ations, without damaging the reflecting surfaces. The mirror that was used

in the experiments could be replaced by a wedge or chisel.

It is evident that the improvements indicated by Eq. (16) could be achieved by

employing a three-piece, segmented rod structure,

An important question which must be considered is whether there are other

allowed solutions to Eq. (11) that would correspond to possible operating

pOntb. The possibility that additional modes could be excited can be deter-

mined by comparing the P's of these modes with the P's of the modes

corresponding to solutions of Eq. (3). The resonant frequencies of these

a' ditional modes will, in general, be close to the positions of resonance of

the unit rod. Numerical solution of Eq.. (11) would be required. It is

instructive to obtain approximate solutions for the particular structures listed

in Table 1.
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For simplicity. asbume that r = r. and that a = b (row I of Table 1).

Equation (11) can be written

d cos (ZaL) + d cos (Zaa) = -k (17)

and

d 2 sin (2aL) + d sin (2aa) = 0 (18)

where d = exp (PL), L = 2a, and k = I/r It is convenient to obtain solutions

closL to (2n + 1)w and (2m + l)iT, respectively. Equations (1 7 ) and (18) can

then be written

d cos 29 + d cos 0 k (19)

d 2 sir 29 + d sin 0 0 '.: (20)

Equations (19) and (20) have no common solutions, other than 0 = 0,

and 0 = u (k = 3.68). The mode pattern of this structure and the relative

gain of the allowed modes are shown in Fig. 9a.

The segmented rod structure (3 + 1-1/2 inches) from Table 1,, row 2, presents

a more difficult case, and it appears more expeditious to resort to graphical

methods., Two cases were considered:, (1) the 3-inch rod with the silvered

surface at z = 0, and,, (2) the i-1/2 inch rod with the silvered surface at z = 0,

In each case, it is found that the possibility exists for two resonances in

addition to the one predicted by Eq. (3). The mode pattern is illustrated n

Fig. 9b. Further work is in progress to obtain more exact values. This work

will serve as a guide io the effective methods of obtaining solutions in the more
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complex examples which are listed in Table 1, It is particularly necessary

to obtain close approximations of the frequencies at which these other

resonances are expected in order to search for them experimentally.

/-~ PHASE SHIFT
0 2v 4'

1/0

-. PHASE SHIFT
o 2T 4v 6v

,b)

Fig. 9. Mode Pattern al the Segmented Rod Laser

(a) 3 + 3 inch; (b) 3 + I-I/2 inch



V. SUMMARY

it is s.own that, wben two laser rods with plane, parallel end faces are

butted t gether to form a longer rod, the interface between the two faces act&

as a ) 1rtial reflector of light. The presence of this internal reflector results

in mode selection effects. Ine major feature of these lasers is that there is

a very subs'antial reduction in the number of axial modes present in the

output of the lasers., The improvement which thus results in the spectral

purity of the laser output makes these types of la;ers very useful in many

applications.,

Beat frequencies in thecp segmented rod lasers were found to occur at fre-

quency separations characterized by ope,:ation in favored Fabry-Perot modes.

The favored modes are thop. light freqaencies which simultaneously satisfy

the resonance condition in each rod irdividually., The experimental results

were found to be in good agreement with the theoretical predictions.

A noteworthy feature of these segmented -od lasers ib their ability to operate

at very high power levels. The reflecting surfaces of the lasers are formed

by the sapphire/air dielectric interface, except for a totally-reflecting .l-

vered surface at one end which could be replaced by a chisel or a prism. Thus,

these lasers are suited to very high power applicaticns,, includin, 0-switching.

In he case of a particular segmented rod, formed by butting together a 3-inch

and a 1-1/2 inch rod, room temperature operation at lower power levels

indicated the presence of only two axal modes. At high power levels, Z to

2-1/2 times threshold, only three axial modes appeared in the output of the

laser.,

Experimental results are presented only for ruby lasers., It is apparent that

these results should be applicable to all solid-state lasers.
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